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Abstract
A communication in a network is a pair of nodes (s, t). The node s is called the
source source and t the destination. A routing of a communication (s, t) is a path
in the network from s to t. A routing of a communication set is a union of routings
of its communications.
At each node, there is a set X of communications whose routing path goes through
this node. The node needs to find for each communication (s, t) in X , the port that
the routing path of (s, t) uses to leave it. An easy way of doing it is to store the
list of all triples (s, t, k), where (s, t) ∈ X and k is the port used by the (s, t)-path
to leave the node.
However, such a list might be very large. Motivated by routing in telecommunication network using Software Defined Network (SDN) technologies, we consider
the problem of compacting this list using aggregation rules. Hence, in addition,
we can use some additional triples, called ∗-triples. As an example, a t-destination
triple (∗, t, p), means that every communication with destination t leaves on port p.
We carry out in this work a study of the problem complexity, providing results of
NP-completeness, of Fixed-Parameter Tractability and approximation algorithms.
Keywords: routing, compact routing tables, software defined networks,
complexity, approximation algorithms
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Introduction

Motivation. Software Defined Technology (SDN), e.g. OpenFlow [13] is a
new promising approach to operate telecommunication networks. Its promise
is to allow dynamic routing decisions by decoupling the control plane (the
system making decisions) from the data plane (which forwards the packets).
This way, a centralized controller receives the data monitored in the system
(e.g. load, delay, ...) and then, based on this information, computes appropriate routing decisions, e.g. to improve energy efficiency [5,7]. Each time a
new flow arrives, the router contacts the controller and waits for the decisions
to be pushed into its forwarding table. The routing tables thus are populated
with flow-based rules with header informations (source IP, destination IP, ...)
→ exit port.
However, SDN hardware uses specific memory, e.g. TCAM memory [9,10],
which is very expensive and of small size. Thus, the number of entries of the
routing tables is limited to only a few thousands [14,15] and grows linearly with
the number of flows passing through a router, causing a problem of scalability.
It is thus an important area of research to obtain routing using only a limited
number of rules per router. [2] studies the problem of choosing routing with
a limited number of entry per router using linear programming. Another
way to compact the forwarding tables is to use aggregation rules. With such
an aggregation, we can set routing entries such as “(*,destination)→ port”
or “(source,*)→ port” or also a default entry such as “(*,*)→ port”. For
example, [6] studies how to use default ports to reduce the size of routing
tables. In this work, we consider the problem of compressing a routing table
using aggregation rules.
We consider here two-dimensional routing tables in which the routing decision is not done exclusively on the destination IP address, but on the source
and destination IP addresses. Indeed, the commonly implemented destinationbased routing has its limitations, especially in delivering quality of service
which is a goal of SDN paradigm. One suggested remedy is to base the routing
decision on additional fields in the packet header. One of the most important
field is the source host. For instance, this would permit selective routing to
provide a high bandwidth connection between two different sites of a company. Such refined forwarding is part of the next generation Internet design,
and falls within the broader scope of layer four packet classification, where
packets are routed using arbitrary fields of the packet header [8], [3], [12],
[1]. Routers capable of packet classification can implement many advanced
services, such as firewall access control, Virtual Private Networks, and quality

of service routing, which are all promises of the SDN paradigm.
Modeling. A communication in a network is a pair of nodes (s, t). The
node s is called the source source and t the destination. We use the source
and destination fields in our examples, although our ideas apply to any two
prefix fields in Internet protocol networks. A communication set is a set of
distinct communications, i.e. two communications might have the same source
or the same destination, but they cannot have both same source and same
destination. A routing of a communication (s, t) is a path in the network
from s to t. A routing of a communication set is a union of routings of its
communications.
At each node, there is a set X of communications whose routing path goes
through this node. The node needs to find for each communication (s, t) in X ,
the port that the routing path of (s, t) uses to leave it. An easy way of doing it
is to store the list of all triples (s, t, k), where (s, t) ∈ X and k is the port used
by the (s, t)-path to leave the node. Such triples are called communication
triples.
However, such a list might be very large. So we want to reduce it as much
as possible using the ∗ symbol. Hence, in addition, we can use some additional
triples, called ∗-triples. There are two kinds of ∗-triples:
•

t-destination triple (∗, t, p), meaning that every communication with destination t leaves on port p.

•

s-source triple (s, ∗, p), meaning that every communication with source t
leaves on port p.

A routing list is an ordered list T1 , . . . , Tr of triples (either communication,
or source, or destination ones). A communication is then assigned the port of
the first triple in the list, that applies to it. It is crucial to remark that using
∗-triples introduces an order of the rules in the routing list.
Let C be a set of communication triples. A routing list R emulates C if each
communication of C is assigned the same port by C and R. Observe that R
may route more communications than C. For example, if the port of all triples
of C have source s and port p, then the singleton list made of the source triple
(s, ∗, p) emulates C, even if there is not a triple in C for all communications.
Problems. The problem is then to find the shortest routing list that emulates
C. We denote by rmin(C) the minimum number of triples in a routing list
emulating C.
Routing List:

Input: A set C of communication triples and an integer r.
Question: rmin(C) ≤ r?
The number of saved triples is sav(C) = |C| −rmin(C). The complementary
problem to Routing List is the following.
List Reduction

Input: A set C of communication triples and an integer z.
Question: sav(C) ≥ z?
Contributions. In this work, we study the complexity of the above problems.
We provide NP-completeness results and an approximation algorithm. Due
to lack of space, some proofs are omitted. Full proofs can be found in [4].
Our work answers an open question of [16]. Similarly to us, the authors
consider the problem of determining a compact routing table using aggregation
rules that has the same behavior as the original routing table. The difference
with our problem is that their goal is to find what they call a conflict-free
routing table in which the rules can be taken in any order. On the contrary,
as noted above, the order is crucial in our problems.
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Results

We show that Routing List and List Reduction are NP-complete by reduction
from Feedback Arc Set problem, one of Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems [11].
Theorem 2.1 Routing List and List Reduction are NP-complete, even if
there are only two ports.
Because of the NP-hardness of the problem it is interesting to get approximation algorithms. We show that sav can be 2-approximated in polynomial
time using the simple heuristic described below:
The Direction-based Heuristic Let C be a set of communication triples
with destination set S and destination set T . Set n = |S| and m = |T |. For
any port p, let C(p) be the set of triples of C with port p. For a source s (resp.
destination t) and a port p, let C(s, p) (resp. C(t, p)) be the set of triples
of C with source s (resp. destination t) and port p. For every source s, let
M(s) := maxp |C(s, p)| be the maximum number of triples in C with source s
and same port, and for every destination t, let M(t) := maxp |C(t, p)| be the
maximum number of triples in C with destination t and same port. Set

Z − (C) =

X

(M(s) − 1) =

X

(M(t) − 1) =

X

s∈S

|

Z (C) =

X
t∈T

M(s) − n and

s∈S

M(t) − m.

t∈T

Any routing list emulating C yields an upper bound on rmin(C). One such
list can be obtained by routing source by source. One source s after another
we route all triples of C with source s. This can be done by using the triple
(s, ∗, p) for p a port such that there are M(s) triples with source s and port
p after all triples with source s and port distinct from p. Doing so, we save
M(s) − 1 triples when routing the triples with source s. Hence, we obtain a
routing list of size |C| − Z − (C). Such a list is called a source-based routing list.
Proceeding similarly according to the destinations, we obtain a routing
list, called destination-based of size |C| − Z | (C).
Setting Z(C) = max{Z − (C), Z | (C)}, we have
(1)

sav(C) ≥ Z(C) and rmin(C) ≤ |C| − Z(C).

The algorithm consisting in computing a source-based routing list and a
destination-based routing list and taking the shortest of the two, is called the
Direction-based Heuristic. It provides a routing list emulating C of size Z(C).
The Direction-based Heuristic is a 2-approximation for List Reduction.
Theorem 2.2 The Destination-based Heuristic is a 2-approximation for List
Reduction.
Proof. Let C be a set of communication triples with destination set S and
destination set T . Set n = |S| and m = |T |. We can order S and T by
decreasing order according to the function M. That is M(s1 ) ≥ M(s2 ) ≥
· · · ≥ M(sn ) and M(t1 ) ≥ M(t2 ) ≥ · · · ≥ M(tm ).
The directed {0, 1, . . . , n} × {0, 1, . . . , m}-grid, denoted by Gn,m is the digraph defined by
V (Gn,m ) = {(i, j) | 0 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j ≤ m}
A(Gn,m ) = Ah (Gn,m ) ∪ Av (Gn,m),
where Ah (Gn,m ) = {ah (i, j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j ≤ m}, with ah (i, j) =
((i − 1, j), (i, j)), is the set of horizontal arcs, and Av (Gn,m ) = {av (i, j) | 0 ≤
i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, with av (i, j) = ((i, j − 1), (i, j)), is the set of vertical
arcs.
An edge-weighted digraph is a pair (G, w) where G is a digraph and w a
weight function on its arcs, that is a function from A(D) into R. The length

of a path U in anPedge-weighted digraph (G, w) is the sum of the weights of
its arcs: w(U) = a∈A(U ) w(a).
Let wC be the weight function defined on A(Gn,m ) by
wC (ah (i, j)) = min{M(si ), m−j}−1 and wC (av (i, j)) = min{M(tj ), n−i}−1.
Let W (C) be the maximum length of a path in (Gn,m , wC ). Observe that it
is attained by a path from (0, 0) to one of the sides {n} × {0, 1, . . . , n} and
{0, 1, . . . , n} × {n} because the weight of an arc is negative if and only if it is
in {ah (i, m) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {av (n, j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}.
We shall prove that
(2)

sav(C) ≤ W(C).

Let R be a routing list that emulates C. One can show (see [4]) that we
can freely rearrange the triples of R, so that R is canonical. A routing list is
canonical if it is the concatenation of sublist B1 , . . . , Bq , called blocks having
the following properties for every 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ q:
(i) in Bℓ , there is a unique ∗-triple and it is the last one;
(ii) if the ∗-triple of Bℓ is an s-source triple (resp. t-destination triple), then all
triples of Bℓ have source s (resp. destination t).
For 1 ≤ k ≤ q, let Tℓk be the ∗-triple of Bk , let rk be the number of triples
of C routed by Tℓk , and let ik (resp. jk ) be the number of source triples (resp.
destination triples) with index at most ℓk . We have |R| = |C|−Σ with Σ =
q
X
(rk − 1).
k=1

Let Ks (resp. Kt ) be the set of indices k such that Tℓk is a source (resp.
destination) triple. For k ∈ Ks , s′k be the source of Tℓk , and for k ∈ Kt , t′k be
the destination of Tℓk .
Assume k ∈ Ks . When routing according to R, before considering the
block Bk , there are at most m − jk triples of C with source s′k and at most
M(s′k ) triples of C with source s′k . Therefore, rk ≤ min{M(s′k ), m − jk }.
Similarly, if k ∈ Kt , then rk ≤ min{M(t′k ), n − ik }. Thus
Σ≤

X
k∈Ks

(min{M(s′k ), m − jk } − 1) +

X

(min{M(t′k ), n − ik } − 1).

k∈Kt

Set u0 = (0, 0) and uk = (ik , jk ) for 1 ≤ k ≤ q. Note that ik + jk = k for
all 0 ≤ k ≤ q. The sequence U = u0 , u1 , . . . , uq can be seen as a path in the
directed grid Gn,m . Observe that if k ∈ Ks then uk−1uk is a horizontal arc
and wC (uk−1uk ) = min{M(sik ), m − jk } − 1, and if k ∈ Kt then uk−1uk is a

vertical arc and wC (uk−1 uk ) = min{M(tjk ), n − ik } − 1. Hence
X
X
(min{M(tjk ), n − ik } − 1).
(min{M(sik ), m − jk } − 1) +
wC (U) =
k∈Ks

k∈Kt

Now
M(s2 ) ≥ · · · ≥ M(s
P since M(s1 ) ≥
P n ) and j1 ≤ j2 ≤ · · · ≤ jq , we
′
have k∈K
(min{M(sk ), m − jk } − 1) ≤ P
k∈Ks (min{M(sik ), m − jk } − 1).
s
P
Similarly, k∈Kt (min{M(t′k ), n − ik } − 1) ≤ k∈Kt (min{M(tjk ), n − ik } − 1).
Hence Σ ≤ wC (U). Thus Σ ≤ W (C), which implies (2).
✷
One can check (see [4]) that W (C) ≤ 2Z(C), yielding the theorem.
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Conclusion

We studied the complexity of Routing List and of List Reduction. We provide
results of NP-completeness and an approximation algorithm.
We leave several questions as open problems:
•

The Destination-based Heuristic is a 2-approximation for List Reduction.
However, the heuristic often returns a routing list that saves more than a
half of sav(C) triples. This leads to think that the approximation of 2 is not
best possible.
Problem 3.1 What is the best approximation ratio for List Reduction?

•

We proved the NP-Completeness of Routing List by a reduction to Feedback
Arc Set. Knowing that Feedback Arc Set is APX-complete,
Problem 3.2 Is Routing List also APX-complete? For which approximation ratio?
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